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Figure 1: On-axis Magnetic Serial Absolute Encoder.
iC-TW29 is predestined for the evaluation of magnetoresistive sensors, such as AMR angle sensors, providing
sin/cos signals with 2 signal cycles per revolution of the
diametric axis magnet.
In this case, additional sensors are required to distinguish between the north and south pole, to generate a
gating window for a zero signal of an incremental encoder, or to initialize the interpolator of a true-absolute
encoder.
In this example, the battery-buffered, low-power Hall
encoder, iC-PVL, is employed to scan the same magnet
and generate an absolute singleturn position (here with
a resolution of 3 bits).
Furthermore, with the help of battery power, full revolutions are tracked and counted by the iC-PVL, with 24
bits and more, even when the external power fails.
Following power up, iC-TW29 employs its ADI to initialize its counter using the start angle and the ST and
MT data provided by iC-PVL. It then continues with the
interpolation of the incoming sin/cos signal cycles.
Systems using the iC-PVL require only a single zeroing
at the very first start-up, after which the encoder op-
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erates absolute and with high resolution including the
battery-supported multiturn function.
Finally, the BiSS data output can be freely configured
for any desired resolution, for instance with up to 18
bits per singleturn, along with a multiturn resolution of
up to 32 bits.
This application note discusses the integration of the
iC-TW29 with the iC-PVL and a Sensitec AA746C
Free-Pitch AMR angle sensor as implemented on
iC-PVL EVAL PVL3M to build a magnetic on-axis
serial absolute BiSS encoder. The iC-TW29 EVAL
TW29_3D demo board provides the iC-TW29 and BiSS
line driver/recievers. A Ø14mm diametrical magnet is
used as the target.
Complete information on the iC-PVL and iC-TW29 is
available at
• http://www.ichaus.de/product/iC-PVL
• http://www.ichaus.de/product/iC-TW29
See http://www.sensitec.com for information on the
AA746C angle sensor.

http://www.ichaus.com
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ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS AND JUMPER SETTINGS
The PVL3M is connected to the TW29_3D as shown in
Figure 2.

PVL3M

Two separate cables are required, one from PVL3M-J2
(Analog) to TW29_3D-P1 (Sensor Inputs) and the other
from PVL3M-J3 (SSI) to TW29_3D-P3 (Configurable
I/O). An MB3U-I2C PC adapter and the iC-PVL GUI
software are required for iC-PVL configuration, but not
for normal operation.
The TW29_1D Programmer board is required for
iC-TW29 configuration. An MB4U or MB5U PC Adapter
is used for BiSS communication with the TW29 GUI
software or with the BiSS Reader software for normal
operation as the BiSS master.
The required interconnections are shown in Table 1.

MB3U-I2C

MBxU

PVL3M
J2-3
J2-5
J2-6
J2-8
J2-9
J2-10
J3-2
J3-3
J3-4
J3-7

PVL3M to TW29_3D Interconnections
TW29_3D
Description
P1-1
3.3V
P1-3
AA746C SIN–
P1-2
AA746C SIN+
P1-6
AA746C COS–
P1-5
AA746C COS+
P1-7
Ground
P3-7
Ground
P3-2
ADI Clock (A–)
P3-4
ADI Data (B–)
P3-1
VIO

Table 1: Required Interconnections
Set TW29_3D P6 to select 3.3 V for VIO; this powers
the PVL3M at 3.3 V. Set P7 to LAST since the TW29_3D
is the only BiSS slave. Set P8 to µC OFF for normal
operation of the TW29_3D.

TW29_3D

Figure 2: Connecting the PVL3M and TW29_3D

Set PVL3M JP1 to 1–2 to power the board from the SSI
connector (J3). Install JP2 to use the on-board capacitor (CBATT) with the iC-PVL. Set JP3 to 2–3 to power
the AA746C angle sensor from the Analog Sensor connector. Set JP4 to 1–2 to select a single-ended SSI
clock for the iC-PVL from the iC-TW29 ADI connector.
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iC-PVL CONFIGURATION

Run the iC-PVL GUI software and click the Interface
button on the upper right of the GUI window to connect
to the PVL3M. Configure the iC-PVL as shown in Table
2.

Parameter
INT_MODE
I2C_POS
MT_BW
SYNC_BW
MT_GRAY
EN_PAR
EN_ERR
EN_WRN
OS
DIR
HYS
PCR_OUT
ONAX
POLEWID
PCR

iC-PVL Configuration
Value Description
0
Standard SSI operating mode
0
SSI multiturn position readout
3
12-bit multiturn position
3
3 synchronization bits
0
Binary coded position data
0
No parity bit
2
Active low error bit (nE)
1
Low battery warning bit (nW)
0
No Hall sensor angle offset
0
Normal code direction
0
No angle hysteresis
0
No period (cycle) count data
1
On-axis magnetic sensing
1
Required for on-axis sensing
0
One Hall period per revolution

Table 2: iC-PVL Configuration
Save the configuration to EEPROM using the Write
EEPROM button in the GUI.
The iC-PVL is configured to send a 17-bit SSI data
frame consisting of 12 binary multiturn bits followed by
three synchronization bits, an active-low error bit, and
an active-low warning bit, as shown in Figure 3.

Multiturn Position

MT_BW = 0x03

Timeout

Sync Bits nE nW

EN_ERR

DATA

1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
6 5 4 3 2 1 0

EN_WRN

CLK
Bit

SYNC_BW

To allow iC-PVL configuration without TW29_3D power,
temporarily move JP1 from 1–2 to 2–3 to power the
PVL3M board from the I2 C connector (J1). Plug the
I2C/SPI cable of the MB3U-I2C into PVL3M J1 and
connect the MB3U-I2C to a PC using a USB cable. The
green PWR LED (D4) should illuminate.

Figure 3: iC-PVL SSI Data Frame
To verify proper operation of the iC-PVL, temporarily
set the position readout to I2C (I2C_POS = 1) and click
the Read Sensor (I2C) button on the GUI. Rotate the
magnet and verify that the synchronization position display in the GUI counts from 0 to 7 over one revolution.
Also verify that the multiturn position increments when
the synchronization position transitions from 7 back to
0.

Figure 4: iC-PVL Counting
Make a note of which rotation direction causes the
synchronization count to increase. This is the positive
rotation direction for the iC-PVL, which must match that
of the iC-TW29.
Also note that the Current Period Count display is
grayed out. This is because with only one input period per revolution, there are no periods to count. Thus,
the period count is always zero.
When iC-PVL configuration is complete, set the position readout back to SSI (I2C_POS = 0), remove the
MB3U-I2C from PVL3M J1, and move jumper JP1 back
to 1–2 to power the PVL3M board from the SSI connector.
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iC-TW29 CONFIGURATION AND CALIBRATION
To configure the iC-TW29, the TW29_1D programmer
board must be used. Connect the programmer to the
TW29_3D as explained in USING THE TW29_1D PROGRAMMER in the iC-TW29 EVAL TW29_1D and 3D
datasheet. Make sure that programmer jumper P6 is in
the ON position to power the TW29_3D.
Plug the programmer into a PC using a USB cable and
run the iC-TW29 GUI software. Verify that the POWER
LED on the programmer (D2) and on the TW29_3D
(D1) illuminate.
Click the Connect button at the top of the window and
verify that the GUI is connected to the iC-TW29 using
SPI communication via USB.

Figure 5: GUI Connected to iC-TW29 Using SPI via
USB
The SPI LED (D6) should begin pulsing once the GUI
is connected.
Check "Read dynamic Parameters continuously" on
the GUI main window so that parameter changes are
immediately visible.

Configure the iC-TW29 as shown in Table 3. This is
most easily done by loading the predefined application
"PVL3M to BiSS" in the iC-TW29 GUI software.
iC-TW29 Configuration
Parameter
Value Description
MAIN_CFG.input
0
Low range signals
MAIN_CFG.nio
3
Absolute Data Interface (ADI) mode
MAIN_CFG.elinkoff
1
Encoder Link disabled
START.wait
5
100 ms startup delay
IPO_CFG.dir
0
Normal IA counting direction
IA_PHASE
0
Will be auto-calibrated
ADAPT_CFG.iacal
1
Use ADI to calibrate IA_PHASE
GB_CFG.rclen
3
12-bit gearbox revolution counter
GB_CFG.syncbits
2
Use two synchronization bits for ADI
GB_CFG.clear
0
Gearbox counter never cleared
CPR
2
AMR sensor with dipole magnet
BISS_CFG0.ssi
0
BiSS mode communication
BISS_CFG0.at
1
Adaptive BiSS timeout
BISS_CFG0.startup
2
Late BiSS startup
BISS_CFG0.mtlen
3
12-bit BiSS multiturn data
BISS_CFG0.dir
0
Same BiSS counting direction
BISS_CFG1.profile
0
BP3 (standard BiSS encoder profile)
BISS_RES
4096 12-bit singleturn resolution
BISS_CFG2.scd
0
Normal BiSS SCDS
BISS_CFG2.ewmode 0
nE and nW generated by iC-TW29
BISS_CFG2.imode
0
nI generated by iC-TW29
ADI_CFG.freq
0
100 kHz ADI clock
ADI_CFG.mode
1
Update GB counter only after first
ADI read
ADI_CFG.biss
0
ADI is an SSI master
SYNC_CFG.delay
0
No ADI synchronization delay
ADI_LEN.fbk
2
Two ADI feedback bits (nE and nW)
ADI_LEN.ccgap
0
No cycle count gap bits
ADI_LEN.sgap
0
No synchronization gap bits
ADI_LEN.rc
3
12 ADI revolution count bits

Table 3: iC-TW29 Configuration
Save the configuration to EEPROM and restart the
iC-TW29 using the ▷ button in the main window of
the GUI. Make sure the EEPROM is unlocked before
writing.
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The iC-TW29 ADI is configured to receive a 17-bit SSI
data frame consisting of 12 revolution count (multiturn)
bits, a single cycle count (CC) bit, two synchronization
bits, and two feedback bits, as shown in Figure 6.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
6 5 4 3 2 1 0

ADI_LEN.fbk

4 x ADI_LEN.rc

Timeout

CC Sync nE nW

GB_CFG.syncbits

Revolution Count

Ceiling(Log2(CPR))

CLK
Bit
DATA

Figure 6: iC-TW29 ADI SSI Data Frame

This is slightly different than how the iC-PVL is configured (compare Figures 6 and 3). Because the iC-PVL’s
Hall sensors read a single period per revolution of the
magnet, no period count data is available. The AA746C
AMR sensor, however, provides two cycles (periods)
per revolution to the iC-TW29 and thus the ADI requires
a single cycle count bit. The most significant synchronization bit from the iC-PVL is thus used as the cycle
count bit for the iC-TW29 ADI.

Verify that the iC-TW29 has calculated the following
BiSS parameters.

Figure 7: Lissajous Plot of Uncalibrated Sin and Cos
Signals

The green line shows the sin/cos amplitude target
(2400) and the blue dots show the current ADC amplitudes. Since the iC-TW29 has not yet been calibrated,
the amplitudes are less than the target. Proper operation of the iC-TW29 and AA746C is shown by the round
Lissajous plot. If the Lissajous plot is not round, there
is a problem with the AA746C or the input configuration
of the iC-TW29.

Next, auto calibrate the sin/cos offsets, gains, and
phase using the GUI Calibration tab. When auto calibration is complete, the calibrated values are automatically
stored to EEPROM (checkbox) and the ADC values
(blue dots) in the visualizer window should be coincident with the amplitude target (green line) as shown in
Figure 8.

iC-TW29 Calculated BiSS Parameters
Parameter
Value
Description
PROFILE
0x1A62 BiSS Encoder Profile ID
BISS_CFG1.fb
0
2 BiSS SCD feedback bits
BISS_DLEN
25
SCDS Data Length – 1

Table 4: iC-TW29 Calculated BiSS Parameters

To verify that the iC-TW29 and AA746C are working
properly, select Visualizer Window from the GUI Windows menu. With the magnet rotating, the visualizer
window shows a Lissajous plot of the sin and cos ADC
values (blue dots), as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 8: Lissajous Plot of Calibrated Sin and Cos
Signals
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The compensation parameters in the Calibration tab
should now also have non-zero values, as shown in
Figure 9.

phase shift" in the GUI Calibration tab, and click the
Start button. Rotate the magnet until the displayed Interpolated Angle Phase Shift stabilizes. With the PVL3M,
it should be near 180°.
Stop auto calibration, save the calibration values to
EEPROM, and re-start the iC-TW29 using the ▷ button
in the main GUI window.

Figure 9: Typical iC-TW29 Compensation Values
Verify that the blue startup progress bar in the GUI is
complete and that absolute position is valid.

Figure 10: Absolute Position Valid

Once the iC-TW29 has been configured and calibrated,
additional features such as auto adaption and quality
monitors can be enabled. See the iC-TW29 long form
datasheet for more information.
Disconnect the TW29_1D programmer from the
TW29_3D and the PC. Attach a BiSS adapter (MB4U or
MB5U) to TW29_3D CN1 and to the PC. In the TW29
GUI main window and click the Connect button. Verify
that the GUI is connected to the iC-TW29 using BiSS
and the appropriate BiSS adapter.

This indicates that the iC-TW29 has received valid data
over the ADI and written it to the gearbox counter.
Check "Read Position continuously" and click the Read
Position in the GUI. Verify that when the magnet is rotated, CC (Cycle Count) changes from 0 to 1 every 180°
of rotation and RC is incremented when CC changes
from 1 to 0.
Note which rotation direction causes IA to increase.
This is the positive rotation direction for the iC-TW29.
It must be the same as the positive direction for the
iC-PVL noted earlier. If not, reverse the interpolated
angle counting direction in the iC-TW29 (IPO_CFG.dir =
1). Write this to EEPROM and restart the iC-TW29.
Lastly, calibrate IA_PHASE to align the zero points
of the iC-TW29 and iC-PVL. Select "Auto calibrate IA

Figure 11: GUI Connected to iC-TW29 Using BiSS
via MB4U
Click the Read Position button and verify that the multiturn and singleturn positions are correct.
Note: When the GUI is disconnected from the BiSS
Adapter by clicking the blue Connected button, power
to the TW29_3D and the PVL3M is also disconnected.
All parameter values must be stored in EEPROM to
ensure proper startup when re-connected.
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ADDITIONAL TOPICS
Startup
At startup, if the PVL3M battery (CBATT) is discharged,
both the ERR and WRN LEDs on the PVL3M are illuminated and the iC-TW29 indicates an active absolute
data interface fault (STAT_VAL.adierr = 1). Because of
this fault, the iC-TW29 does not advance to the "Absolute position (NR, RC, CC) valid" state.
It is necessary to wait several minutes for the battery
to charge sufficiently so that the battery error can be
cleared by rebooting the iC-PVL. On-board battery voltage (VBAT) can be monitored on PVL3M J4.

Batteryless Singleturn Absolute Encoder
The iC-PVL and iC-TW29 can also be used to make
a singleturn absolute encoder that does not require a
battery. For this application, remove PVL3M JP2 to disconnect CBATT from the iC-PVL and connect PVL3M
J4-1 (VBAT_EXT) to VDD.
Use the iC-PVL GUI to set BAT_MON = EN_WRN = 0
to disable the battery monitoring and low battery warning, respectively, since they are not necessary without
a battery. Write the configuration to EEPROM.

Once the battery is sufficiently charged, the PVL3M
ERR LED is turned off, the iC-TW29 absolute data interface fault is cleared, and the iC-TW29 advances to
the "Absolute position (NR, RC, CC) valid" state.

The TW29 ADI configuration must also be changed
since the ADI data frame no longer contains a warning bit. In the ADI tab of the iC-TW29 GUI, set
ADI_LEN.fbk = 1 and save the configuration to EEPROM.

Absolute Position Preset
To preset the BiSS absolute position to establish a position reference, first rotate the magnet to the desired
system origin (zero position). Click "BiSS absolute position preset" in the BiSS General sub-tab of the BiSS tab
in the iC-TW29 GUI. Verify that the displayed positions
(MT and ST) are now both zero.

Disconnect power from the TW29_3D and PVL3M by
clicking the Connected button on the main page of the
iC-TW29 GUI. Reconnect the iC-TW29 GUI and verify
that the singleturn position is preserved, but the multiturn position is not. At power-up, the PVL3M ERR LED
flashes briefly. This does not affect the iC-TW29 due to
the 100 ms startup wait time (START.wait = 5).

Save the calculated BiSS preset phase shift values to
EEPROM to preserve the preset through loss of power.
A BiSS absolute position preset can also be performed
automatically as part of auto calibration. If "Automatically perform BiSS position preset" is checked, the
BiSS MT and ST positions are set to zero when auto
calibration is stopped. Make sure "Automatically store
calibrated values to EEPROM" is also checked to store
the preset in EEPROM.
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Using the BiSS Reader Software
Once the iC-TW29 and the iC-PVL are configured
and working properly, the BiSS Reader Software
(BiSS_1SO) can be used as the BiSS master to communicate with the iC-TW29. In the main reader window, click the Disconnected button to connect to the
TW29_3D using an MBxU BiSS PC adapter. Click the
Auto Detect button and then the BiSS Profile ID Auto
Detection Execute button. BiSS standard encoder profile BP3 is detected.
Note that position (POS) is displayed as a single 24-bit
value with 12 bits of singleturn information and 12 multiturn bits. This is fine as long as the iC-TW29 BiSS
resolution (BISS_RES) is a binary (integer power of
two) value. Figure 12 shows the 24-bit position with
constant positive rotation using the BiSS Fast Reader
window.

Figure 14: BiSS Fast Reader POS Display with
12-Bit MT and ST Positions
Accuracy Measurement
Using a Reference Encoder
The BiSS Reader software can also be used to measure the accuracy of the iC-TW29 and AA746C sensor
combination by comparing it to a reference encoder. In
this case, the TW29_3D and the reference encoder are
connected in a BiSS chain. The BiSS Reader reads the
position of both encoders and displays the difference
as encoder error.
For meaningful results, the reference encoder must be
more accurate than the iC-TW29/AA746C. An order
of magnitude (10X) better accuracy in the reference
encoder is ideal, but may not be readily achievable.

Figure 12: BiSS Fast Reader POS Display with
BISS_RES = 4096

Any eccentricity in the mounting of the reference encoder will be reflected as additional once-per-revolution
error in the iC-TW29. Eccentricity correction can be
used to compensate for the total once-per-revolution
error.

However, if BISS_RES is not binary, POS is discontinuous over multiple revolutions. For example, Figure 13
shows the 24-bit position with constant positive rotation
and BISS_RES = 2500.

If the reference encoder has a BiSS input connector,
chain it to the TW29_3D as shown in Figure 15.
PC
USB
Cable

USB Adapter

D-SUB 9-pin male
1

BiSS
Chain

BiSS
Master

Bus Return
#7/8 SL+/-

#9/5 SLO+/-

Figure 13: BiSS Fast Reader POS Display with
BISS_RES = 2500
In this case, POS should be divided into two 12-bit
fields for MT and ST position.

DUT
Dev #1 / Slave ID 1

BiSS
Chain

BiSS
Master

6

#2/3 MA+/-

#2/3 MA+/-

#7/8 SL+/-

#7/8 SL+/-

#9/5 SLI <--- SLO

#9/5 SLI+/- <--- MO+/-

#4

VDD

#4

VDD

#6

GND

#6

GND

5
9

+5 V
Ground

Reference
Dev #2 / Slave ID 0

Figure 15: Chained BiSS Encoders
The reference encoder must be the first physical device (connected directly to the BiSS Master) in the
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chain (Slave ID 0). The device under test (DUT)—the
iC-TW29/AA746C here—is the second device in the
chain (Slave ID 1) and is connected to the reference
encoder.

Likewise, configure Data Channel 2 to match the reference encoder as shown (for example) in Figure 18.

If the reference encoder does not have a BiSS input
connector, a BiSS splitter must be used, as shown in
Figure 16.

Figure 18: Example Reference Encoder BiSS
Configuration (Channel 2).

PC

Select Accuracy Tool from the BiSS Reader’s Windows
menu to display the blank accuracy plot. Click Show
Channel Selection to configure the accuracy tool as
shown in Figure 19.

USB
Cable

USB Adapter

Reference
Dev #2 / Slave ID 0
D-SUB 9-pin male
1

BiSS
Chain

#7/8
SL+/-

BiSS
Master

#2/3
MA+/-

6

Bus Return
#7/8 SL+/-

#2/3 MA+/-

#2/3 MA+/-

#7/8 SL+/-

#7/8 SL+/-

#9/5 SLO+/-

#4

VDD

#4

VDD

#6

GND

#6

GND

5
9

Figure 19: BiSS Accuracy Tool Configuration

#9/5 SLI <--- SLO

DUT
Dev #1 / Slave ID 1

BiSS
Chain

+5 V
Ground

BiSS
Master

Figure 16: Chained Encoders Using BiSS Splitter

With the coupled encoders rotating, click Start
Measurement1 to measure and display the accuracy of
the DUT relative to the reference encoder. Figure 20
shows the typical accuracy of the iC-TW29/AA746C.

Again, the reference encoder must be the first physical device in the chain (Slave ID 0) while the DUT
(iC-TW29) is the second device (Slave ID 1).
Note: When chained, the iC-TW29 GUI can still be
used to configure the iC-TW29 on the PVL3M as Slave
ID 1. However, the iC-TW29 GUI does not support
position reads from chained devices.
In the main window of the BiSS Reader, click the Disconnected button to connect to the BiSS chain. Select
two data channels in the SCD Configuration area of the
BiSS Reader main window and configure Data Channel
1 as required to match the iC-TW29 configuration. An
example configuration is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 20: Typical iC-TW29/AA746C Accuracy
Overall accuracy is ± 0.1°. The dominant error has a frequency of eight times per revolution which is four times
per input Sin/Cos cycle. This is due to third harmonic
distortion in the AA746C sensor.

Figure 17: Example iC-TW29 BiSS Configuration
(Channel 1).

1

If the Start Measurement button is not visible, click
Show Controls to display it.
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